SECTION 5.6

HEIGHT BARS
Eliminate damage to vehicles and property caused by
oversize vehicles entering areas of restricted height by
installing suspended Height Bars.
Our Height Bars are available in ﬁve standard lengths:
2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 metres and come with suspension chain
and hanger assemblies. Powder coated safety yellow
with reﬂective diagonal stripes, they carry the text
“LOW CLEARANCE” with the speciﬁed height in black
letters on a white background.
Use height bars at locations where vehicles ﬁrst enter an
undercover area or encounter an overhead obstruction,
where the clearance in either case is: (i) 3 metres or less
if only cars or light vans are likely to use the facility or
(ii) 4.6 metres or less in all other areas.
Freestanding surface mount or below ground posts
are available for installation where there is no existing
supporting structure.

Value Features:
Available in ﬁve convenient lengths.
Comes complete with hanger assemblies and chain.
Powder coated high visibility safety yellow.
Displays the required clearance (please specify).
Manufactured from durable galvanised steel tube.
Optional Offset hangers available in 2 lengths.
Can be post mounted for freestanding installations.

Height bar with optional Stand off brackets.
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Buyers of this product should also
see Section 3.3.

Specifications

PART No.

DESCRIPTION

Description:

Suspended height bar with hanger assemblies and chains.

HB2
HB3

Height Bar with text and hangers 2.0m long
Height Bar with text and hangers 3.0m long

Material:

97 x 42mm galvanised tube with 6mm galvanised chain.

Length:

2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 metres.

HB4

Height Bar with text and hangers 4.0m long

HB5

Height Bar with text and hangers 5.0m long

Chain:

6mm galvanised chain 600mm long (2 off).

HB6

Height Bar with text and hangers 6.0m long

Finish:

Height Bar – Safety yellow powder coated over galvanised steel.
Masonry anchors to building.

HBH

Additional Hangers with chain assembly

Installation:

HBS40

400mm Height Bar Standoff bracket (each)

HBS60

600mm Height Bar Standoff bracket (each)

HBPSM

Surface mount post 100 x 100 x 4mm, 3.2metres High

Ship. Weight: 2 metre – 11kg approx.
4 metre – 19kg approx.
6 metre – 28kg approx.

HBPBG

In-ground post 100 x 100 x 4mm, 4metres High
(Specify length of post required if custom)

3 metre – 15kg approx.
5 metre – 23kg approx.

Note: Please specify required clearance when ordering height bar.
This will be the distance from the bottom of the height bar to the road surface.
400
or 600mm

Please specify clearance
when ordering

(4 m)

(3.2 m)
P/No. HB2 (2 m)
P/No. HB3 (3 m)
P/No. HB4 (4 m)
P/No. HB5 (5 m)
P/No. HB6 (6 m)

100 x 100 x 4mm SHS

FREESTANDING INSTALLATION

800
1100 mm
mm

showing HBPSM and HBPBG in use with
Height bar stand off brackets and a Height Bar

NOTE: Mass concrete footing (25MPa) engineered to requirements.
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450mm dia
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